Suppliers to the new Peugeot 3008

WIRING PROTECTION SYSTEMS [TIER 2]
DELFINGEN

EMISSION CONTROLS SYSTEM
FAURECIA

POWER LIFTGATE SYSTEM
BROSE

REAR DOOR GLAZING
AGC AUTOMOTIVE

FRICITION WHEEL
DAYCO

SYNCHRONIZER RINGS
DIEHL

LATCH
INTEVA PRODUCTS

CRANKSHAFT SEAL
FEDERAL-MOGUL

REAR TWIST BEAM
GESTAMP

Suppliers wanted! If you are a supplier and have questions or want your information considered for our cutaway features, contact James Clark at automotivenews@supplierbusiness.com or visit www.supplierbusiness.com

ELECTRONIC LIGHTING CONTROL UNIT-ECU STEP
AUTOMOTIVE LIGHTING

JOUNCE BUMPERS
COOPER STANDARD AUTOMOTIVE

VEHICLE COMMUNICATION INTERFACE
DELPHI

MECHANICAL WATER PUMP
RHEINMETALL AUTOMOTIVE

GLOW PLUG CONTROL UNIT
MAGNA

WATER OUTLET HOUSING
CARBODY

ENGINE OIL COOLER
DANA

V-RIBBED BELTS
CONTINENTAL

MICRO ACTUATOR
HELLE

CIGAR LIGHTER
VALEO

DEGASSING PIPES
NORMA

GEARSHIFT SYSTEM
ZF

TURBO INLET DUCT
MANN + HUMMEL

TELEMATIC BOX
MAGNETI MARELLI

PLASTIC FUEL FILLER PIPE
TI AUTOMOTIVE

INPUT ENGAGING CLUTCH
REELL PRECISION

ENGINE UNDERSHIELD
ROECHLING AUTOMOTIVE
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